
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE  

LUNANHEAD AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

    HELD IN ST MARGARETS HALL  

          ON WEDNESDAY 6TH FEBRUARY 2019 

   

 ` Present    Mr Jeremy Gow  Chairman 

    Mr  Fred Hudghton 

    Mrs Avril Martin 

    Mr  Scott MacIntosh 

    Ms  Julie Philip 

    Mr  Ken Stewart 

    Mr David Conran-Smith  Secretary    

 In Attendance   Councillors Lynn Devine and Ian Mclaren and Mrs Kate Butler 

 Also present, for item 3 only, Mr Gordon Grewar from Angus Council 

Item 1  Welcome by the Chairman 

The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked them for coming to the meeting on 

what was a chilly evening despite the promise of a milder spell later in the week.  He explained that 

Kate had joined us in an impartial capacity, representing the Hall Committee, for the item  on 

Resilience later on.   He introduced Gordon Grewar, from the Council, who was much involved in the 

preparatory work towards making the footpath between Lunanhead and Restenneth once again 

useable; currently it wasn’t with a portion of it nearly always under water.  He would excuse himself 

from the meeting after that agenda item.  

Item 2  Minutes of the Last Meeting and Actions Arising from it 

The Secretary reminded members of the more important items covered at the last meeting.  A few 

day after the meeting there had been the party in the Hall and the Lighting of the Christmas Tree on 

the green outside.  It was agreed that the party had in general been a success although it had been 

noticeable that numbers had been rather lower than the previous year and that quite a few had not 

come back into the hall after the lighting itself.   There had been £50 of donations and the hard work 

in the kitchen of Avril and Julie and other helpers had as always been much appreciated.   Lynn 

explained that her absence from the last meeting had been the result of a birthday party;  she 

thanked members for the nice card they had sent her.  Kate was happy to confirm that the 

attendance at the Christmas Eve service in the Church had been well attended, with the church very 

effectively lit up for the occasion.  The Secretary assured members that the sucking out of the main 

roadside drains in the village had been carried out reasonably successfully by the council. 

Item 3  The Repair of the Footpath to Restenneth 

Gordon explained that at an earlier meeting of the group gathered to consider ways and means of 

resurrecting the footpath from Lunanhead to Restenneth Priory, various obstacles had been 



recognised and it had been agreed that before anything could be done the agreement of the three 

landowners involved had to be sought and the views of SNH on the impact of any work undergone 

would need to be discovered.  It was considered likely that funds would be available during the next 

financial year;  it was generally thought that self help and local resources would ensure the total cost 

was kept considerably lower than the £50,000 figure which had been muted.   Gordon said that the 

group’s next meeting was planned for 28th February and asked that before that meeting Jeremy 

could discover how the three landowners felt:  they were Mr Richardson (Myreside), Mr Law (the 

Moss Area) and Mrs Hunter (The Priory).  Similarly David was asked to contact SNH and discover 

their views and perhaps arrange a meeting on site.   It was generally considered that making the 

path useable was a worthwhile objective and that the group, the driving force behind the enterprise, 

should be supported in it.  Gordon thanked the members of the CC for their cooperation and 

support. 

      Action    Chairman and Secretary 

Item 4   Resilience 

With growing interest within local communities for the idea of their being established a degree of 

organised self help to deal with various types of emergencies that might perhaps beset them - such 

as extended power outages, serious fires, severe weather (ice and snow, floods, gales), it had been 

suggested that we, the local Community Council, should consider the potential need to establish a 

basic organisation, a system of communication and perhaps a limited store of equipment with which 

to deal with such emergencies.   It was further suggested that it was not enough simply to establish 

equipment at various sites, such as the defibrillator, without ensuring that people knew how to use 

and put them into good effect.  Perhaps there should be first aid courses established for those who 

felt a need.  It was agreed that there was a general need for the community to become engaged in 

such activities and that a plan and resources should be established.   It was also agreed that we 

should consider this general idea of Resilience further and perhaps establish a sub committee of the 

CC to decide what should be done.  The Hall committee would presumably need to be involved in 

the planning aspects. 

Item 5  Input of the Councillors 

Ian wanted to share with us the success of the redesign of Forfar’s recycling centre with its re-

arranged lay-out, enlarged area for the skips, compost bin and better access for users – all achieved 

with an outlay of £250k.  There has been set up a new permit system for car trailers allowing twelve 

off-loads per annum.   Although there will be a continuing need for educating people about the need 

for sensible recycling, particularly perhaps regarding food and other consumables, it was generally 

considered that Angus managed its recycling quite well. 

Ian had also been impressed with the Guild early home building on the large 270 house estate the 

company was developing beside the Kirrie road beyond the Forfar Campus with, it appeared, the 

majority of the early build being of social housing. 

There was some discussion about sports hubs, and other enterprising activities of the local young.  

David asked if the small hamlet of Clocskbriggs which consisted mainly of a single stretch of road 

(B9113) lined with a total of a dozen or so cottages might be given a speed limit of 40 mph;   it was a 

straight stretch  between fairly twisty sections  along which large and small vehicles seemed to enjoy 

speeding up making life for pedestrians and dog owners quite unnerving.   The Scary Question of just 

how to make the Council’s expenditure balance with its income continued to be difficult to answer.  

Unexpected needs such as the repair of the Arbroath Harbour wall which had collapsed did not help. 



Ken asked if the Councillors could perhaps investigate why the dog refuse bins up at the park were 

overflowing, clearly unemptied over a considerable period.  It was felt that giving the problem to the 

Council’s ACCESS phone line was the easiest solution.   (The Secretary made contact with ACCESS, 

found himself 11th in line for a connection which meant his waiting for 17 minutes.   The operator 

promised the matter would be passed on to the correct office) 

Item 6    Sponsorship with Social Engagement Activities 

Before considering what we might organise or help to organise in the future it was thought that we 

ought to consider how we might improve the way we had this year organised the Christmas Tree 

Lighting Party which some members felt had been a bit muddled , resulting in a lot of people going 

home immediately after the tree lighting.   Perhaps the speeches, bulk of the drink and food and any 

Santa visits etc should be delayed until after the lighting, which should be at a specific time to avoid 

an extended wait and boredom setting in. 

It was generally agreed that some sort of a summer party would be worthwhile, perhaps family 

oriented, perhaps using the Hall and the green outside as had been organised at the Jubilee a few 

years ago.  That way shelter from poor weather was guaranteed and there was no need for a 

marguee and the expense that that entailed.  There was raised the question of whether or not a 

license would be needed for such a party; although it was thought that a license was only need if 

there was to be payment for refreshment it was decided that the matter should be properly 

researched. 

It was agreed that the possibility of a party of some sort should be discussed with members of the 

other village organisations likely to be involved and that the Secretary should therefore invite 

representatives to our next meeting on 1st May and suggest that they consider in-house beforehand 

how they felt about such a plan. 

Item 7  Report of the Treasurer 

The Treasurer stated that the balance of our account stood at £937.42, more than adequate to cover 

our anticipated expenditures.   After some discussion it was agreed that for the time being she 

should hang on to the cheque she had prepared for payment to the Forfar Action Network of the 

£50 donation towards the cost of putting up Forfar’s Christmas Decorations. 

Item 8  Any Other Competent Business 

Ken reported that the railing attached to the wall beside the Well Road had been very roughly 

repaired with some wire and he wondered whether perhaps further work on its repair would in due 

course be carried out.   This should be investigated. 

     Action -  Secretary (spoke to Councillor McLaren- 7 Feb) 

Item 9   Date of Next Meeting 

The secretary confirmed that the next meeting would be the AGM, held in St Margaret’s Hall on 

Wednesday 1st May.  He described very briefly the format of the meeting and asked members to 

reserve the date in their diaries.  The meeting ended at approximately 9.20 pm 

 

J. Gow 

Chairman 
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